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It’s about time you dug up your
lawn. That’s the message from this
book for anyone who lives in a dryclimate region. And when you spend
time with this book you will want to
do just that.
Originally published in French, this
is a much more seductive book than
its rather austere title might suggest.
The opening section - there are four is about the history of lawns and the
rise of alternatives. This is intriguing
as it leads through to the fashion for
lawns, appropriate enough in cooler
northern climates, but much less so
in both the Mediterranean and in
large parts of North America. The
maintenance of a green lawn becomes
an almost industrialised process.
Lawn maintenance companies mow
and apply chemicals: herbicides,
fungicides and insecticides, some
of which have negative implications
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for human health. If this is a rather
downbeat moment in the book, it
is the last. The section ends with an
outline of Groundcover Plants in the
Wild. From here the author leads
the reader on to an inspiring tour of
approaches in the large second section
of the book with glorious photographs
that I found often totally distracted me
from the text.
The second section of the book,
Groundcover Gardens for Dry
Climates, is the longest with ten
alternatives to traditional cool-climate
green grass lawns. These ten include
some fascinating discussions on the
various approaches with photographs
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to match. The first is the warmclimate lawn, using grasses such as
Zoysia tenuifolia, and incorporating
groundcover plants such as Achillea
coarctata. From here the author goes
on through green carpets, flowering
carpets, and mixed grassland lawns
such as Mediterranean meadows.
Throughout, seasonality is discussed as
are the advantages and disadvantages
of the different approaches.
Two more approaches are much
more obviously appropriate for the
purist rock gardener: flowering
steppe and gravel gardens. Finally the
section has chapters on the greening
of terraces, paths and steps; perennials
and groundcovers for large areas;
pioneer plants for slopes and wild
gardens; and flowering meadows in
dry climates. Throughout the section
the delicious pictures make you want
to remake older rock gardens, and tear
up whatever grass you have control
over. The third section of the book
shows you exactly how to do it: soil
preparation, planting, economizing
on water, reducing maintenance, as
well as noting the problem of invasive
plants.
Another thing that Filippi does,
at the very end of the section, is to
mount a defense of the yellow of the
Mediterranean scythed meadow as it
turns to gold, until as the rains come
in autumn, it turns back to green. This
is part of a continuing underlying
celebration of seasonality throughout
the book. Finally, the author turns
to an A-Z of Groundcover Plants for
Dry Gardens with 200 entries with
descriptions and notes on geographic
origin, hardiness, drought resistance
and planting density per square
meter (which is a good indication

of size). For many rock gardners
from continental North America the
author’s listing of plants will probaby
need careful consideration as to
hardiness but the principles he is
applying are invaluable.
Filippi runs a nursery, Pépinìere
Filippi <jardin-sec.com>, in the
Herault region of France on the
Mediterranean coast and the book
draws on his experience in the
nursery as well as the travels of the
Filippis thoughout the Mediterranean
region. Most Mediterranean habitats
have been impacted by thousands of
years of human activity and it means
that the paved paths, abandoned
terraces, olive groves, old walls, are
just a manifestation of a continuing
tradition. Filippi clearly extends much
of this into his understanding.
This is a good time for the rock
gardener who likes books. With the
beautiful book, Steppes from Michael
Bone et al, added to this and Peter
Korn’s 2013 book Peter Korns Garden,
the dryland gardener has rarely been
so well served. This new book should
stand alongside them as a classic.
I loved this book: its large format,
robustly bound with good paper,
beautiful pictures, and intelligent text.
Throughout, Filippi makes clear the
interplay of nature and gardening, and
the result is a book that I can wholeheartedly recommend.
Filbert Press is a new publisher and
this is a great start. If they maintain
the standards demonstrated with this
book then they should have a great
future.
The US distributor for Filbert Press is IPG
<www.ipg.com>.
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